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Company Announcement No. 5-2022

In accordance with the EU’s Market Abuse Regulation article 19, Valuer Holding A/S must notify Finanstilsynet and publicly

disclose transactions made by persons discharging managerial responsibilities and persons closely associated with them on

trading of Valuer Holding A/S shares.

Valuer Holding A/S hereby notify and submit the following transaction of shares in Valuer Holding A/S: 

Name: Prosus Consulting ApS (Susanne Larsson)

Title: Person closely associated with Susanne Larsson

Reason for filing: First filing

Name of issuer: Valuer Holding A/S

LEI-code: 845008D62C51B5CAC22

ISIN code: DK0061418977

Type of securities: Shares

Type of transaction: Purchase 

Date of trade: April 1 - 2022

Market in which the transaction is completed: Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market Denmark

Amount of shares 55,750

Share price 1.92 DKK

 

Name: Prosus Consulting ApS (Susanne Larsson)

Title: Person closely associated with Susanne Larsson

Reason for filing: First filing

Name of issuer: Valuer Holding A/S

LEI-code: 845008D62C51B5CAC22

ISIN code: DK0061418977

Type of securities: Shares

Type of transaction: Purchase

Date of trade: April 4 - 2022

Market in which the transaction is completed: Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market Denmark



Amount of shares 19,879

Share price 2.14 DKK

 

 

Contacts

Jesper Skaarup Vestergaard, Certified Advisor, Grant Thornton, +45 35275011, jesper.vestergaard@dk.gt.com

Michael Moesgaard Andersen, Chairman of the Board of Directors, +45 60 60 69 69, mma@aag.dk

Morten Halager, CFO & Investor Relations, +45 2466 3307, moha@valuer.ai

About Valuer

Valuer's vision is to fuel and foster the world's innovation. We do so by mapping the world's innovation activities. By

combining data about startups and technologies we identify and present patterns to forward thinking companies, startups,

universities and investors alike. Use Valuer to dive headfirst into identifying relevant companies and technologies. We

organize +20 million data points to spot trends, discover new technologies and map industries. Using AI and machine

learning to analyze, cluster and identify as well as human researchers to qualify and enrich data, if requested and needed.

Start at macro level by exploring industries and technologies - and identify relevant companies. Or start at micro and

company level and from there understand the industry and how it associates. Valuer is a one-stop-shop for innovation and

opportunity discovery. Whether you want to find new technologies and collaboration opportunities, uncover strategic

suppliers or find and follow acquisition targets, Valuer can help.
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